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Bureau, the Paris Press are :deprived of all the documents for 
current meteorology which were put at their disposition by M. 
Leverrier. · 

vVE are informed that Admiral Mouchez has signed with M. 
Martin the contract for the polishing of the great lens of the 
great refracting telescope prepared by M. Leverrier. The 
lamp, of 75 centimetres diameter, has been placed in the 
hands of M; Feil, the glass founde1; to repair a few defects 
which have been detected. ·This operation is done by cutting 
out the defective parts and heating the glass to a state of 
liquidity. This process is sometimes used for central parts with 
s uccess. Guinault, the originator · of the process used now for 
glass,founding, is said to have so mended eighteen times one of 
the most celebrated produced by him at the end of the 
last century. 

WE regret to announce the. death of Dr. Engen von Gorup 
Besanez, ·Professor of Chemistry at Erlangen ·. University, and 
author of an excellent chemical handbook in three volumes. He 
had attained the age of sixty-two years. 

BENTLEY AND TRIMEN'S "Medicinal Plants" has now reached 
its thirty-fifth number, and maintains in every way the excellent 
promise with which it started. Both the letterpress and the 
illustrations are of sterling quality, and the work, when com. 
pleted, will be a complete repertorium for the botanico·medical 
·student. 

NEAR the Rhinefall at Schaffhausen a C;tve has been dis
·:::>ver"rl which was evidently used as a dwelling-place in prehis· 
toric times. Flints, broken jars, and bone rests were found in 
cit . The jars were partly of Celtic and Roman origin. 

vVE haYe on our table the following works:-" Six Months 
in Ascension," by Mrs. Gill, John Murray; "Robert Dick, 
•Geologist and Botanist," by Dr. Smiles, John Murray ;" Pocket 
Book for Chemists, " by Thomas Bayley, E. and F. H. Spon; 
"The Mollusca of ;the Firth of by Alf. Bromt, Hugh 
Hopkins; "A Visit to South America," by Edwin Clark, Dean 
and Son; "Coal: its History and Uses, " Edited by Prof. 
Thorpe, F.R.S., Macmillan and Co.; "Ban des Eozoon Cana
dense," by Karl Mobius, Theodore Fischer; "Flowers, and 
.their Unbidden Guests," Translated by \Y. Ogle, Kegan Paul; 
" Vogelbilder a us fernen Zonen," by Dr. Ant. Reichenon, 
Theodore Fischer; "Dictionary of Scientific Terms," by 
\Villiam Rossiter, \V. Collins and Sons; "On Foot in Spain," 
l.•y J. S. Campion, Chapman and Hall ; "Elementary Geometty 
Books," i. - v., Fourth Edition, by J. M. \Vilson, Macmillan and 
Co. ; "Treatise on Chemistry," val. ii., part r, by Professors 
Roscoe and Schorlemmer, Macmilian and Co. ; " The Magic 
Lantern Manual," by \V. J. Chadwick, F. \\'arne and Co. ; 
"The L ocalisation of Cerebral Disease," by Dr. Ferrier, 
.Smith, Elder, and Co. ; "Cassell's Natural History," val. ii., 
Edited by P. Martin Duncan, F.R.S., Cassell, Petter, and 
Cal pin. 

THE additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during the 
a)ast week include a Macaque Monkey (!.facacus CJ"ZOI!IO!gus) 
from India, presented by Dr. Whately, R.N.; a Brazilian Tree 
Porcupine (SpMngurus pnkmsilts) from Trinidad, presented by 
Dr. J. F. Chittenden, jun.; a Common Peafowl (Pa'iiO crista/us) 
from India, presented by Mrs. Russ; t'yo Common Cormorants 

c'{lrbo), British, presented by Mr. Frank Buck· 
land, F.Z.S. ;. a \.Yater Rail (Ra!lus aquaticw), British, pre
sented by Mr.' vV. Thompson; a Black Lemur (Lemur macaco) 
from Madagascar, a Rufous-vented Guan (Pme!ope cn"stata) from 
Central America, purchased; a Red Kangaroo (llfacrt>jms ru.fus), 
born in the Gardens. 

ROYAL SOCIETY-THE PRESIDENT'S ANNI
VERSARY A.DDRESSl 

GENTLEMEN, 
AT the conclusion of this, the fifth and last year during which 

. I shall have held most honourable office of your 
prestdent, I have the grat1fymg assurance that the communica' 
tions to !he :Soc!ety and its publications have in no respect 
fallen offm sc1enttfic mterest and value. We have not indeed 
been called upon to undertake during the past such 
responsible and time-absorbing duties in behalf of the Govern= 
ment as the Polar, Circumnavigation, ·Tralisit of Venus, and 
other Committees demanded of us during the previous four years · 
but some of the results already achieved by those 
have been contributed to our publications, and we are in 
expectation of more. It is also with satisfaction that I can refer 
to the good attendance at our evening meetings, soirees, and 
rluniuns, as evidence of the interest taken in our proceedings by 
the Fellows generally and their friends. 

Before proceeding to touch upon some of the advances made 
in science during the last few years, I have, as heretofore, · to 
inform you of the Society's condition and prospects, and of those 
duties undertaken by its Council, for information as to which 
non-resident Fellows look to the annual address. 

The loss by death of Fellows, twenty-one in number, is but 
little short of last year's rate, while that of Foreign Fellows (six) 
is twice as great as last year. On the home list is Sir George 
Back, the last, with the exception of our late venerable Presi· 
dent, Sir E. Sabine, of that celebrated band of Arctic voyagers 
which during the early part of the century adde<i so much to our 
renown :as navigators and discoverers. Sir George was further 
the companion of Franklin and Richardson in that overland 
journey to the American Polar Sea, in which human endurance 
was tried to the utterntost compatible with human existence, and 
the modest but thrillmg narrative of which, by the first·nam ed 

hold a unique place in the annals of scientific 
discovery. Of Indian explorers no less than four have been 
taken away, namely, Col. Sir Andrew Waugh, for many 
Director of the Great Trigonometrical Survey of India ; and 
shortly afterwards his successor, Col. Montgomerie; De Old· 
ham, for a quarter of a century the Director of the Geologica! 
Society of India; and Dr. Thomas Thomson, my fellow-traveller 
iu the Himalaya, the narrative of whose explorations in ·western 
Tibet contains the first connected account of the physical and 
natural'features of, that remote and difficult country. Lieut.-Gen. 
Cameron survived but for one year our late Fellow, Sir Henry 
James, his predecessvr in the Direction of the Ordnance Survey 
of Great Britain . In the Rev. James Booth we have lost a 
mathematician of high attaiuments, and the author of many con
tributions to mu· own and other scientific journals. The Rev. vV . 
B. Clark, of New South Wales, wrote many papers abounding in 
excellent observations on Meteorology and Geology, especially 
made in England, the Cape of Good Hope, Australia, and the 
Pacific. The Rev. R. Main,\the Director of the Radcliffe Obser· 
,vatory, at Oxford, ·was·a very eminent astrono111er, and for nearly 
half a century :an indefatigable author. Lastly, Earl Russell, the 
distinguished statesman and the earnest advocate, whether in the 
Government or in Parliament, of every measure for the promo
tion of scientific inquiry. 

Of Foreign Fellows our losses are a great chemist in Becquerel, 
of Paris, whose election took place upwards of forty years ago ; 
a areat physiologist in Claude Bernard, also of Paris ; the father 
ol' mycology, and for long the patriarch of Scandinavian 
botanists, Elias Fries ; a most distinguished physicist and the 
recipient of both a Rumford and Copley medal in Regnault ; a 
veteran anatomist in Weber; and in Secchi, of Rome, an astro· 
nomer of astonishing activity, the author of more than three 
hundred separate contributions to the science of which he was so 
great)n ornament. 

· In matters of finance I may with satisfaction refer you to our 
treasurer's balance-sheets. 

It will be in your recollection that Mr. T. J. Phillips ;Jodrell 
placed in 1874 a sum of 6,ooo!. at the disposal of the Society, 
with the yiew of its being devoted to the encouragement of scien' 
tific research by periodical grants to investigators whom your 
Council might think it expedient thus to aid. Shortly after the 
receipt of this munificent gift, the Government announced its 

'Address of Sir Joseph Hooker, C. B., K.C.S.I., the President, delive,ed 
at the Anni\'ersary Meeting of the R oyal Society, on Saturday, November 
30, t87S. · ' 
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intention of devoting annually for five years 4 ,0001. to the same 
object, thus anticipating the special purpose which Mr. Jodrell 
had in view. Thereupon, with that gentleman's consent, his 
donation was temporarily funded, and the proceeds applied to 
the general purposes of the Society until some other scheme for 
its appropriation shall be approved. In April last I received a 
further communication from Mr. Jodrell, declaring it to be his 
wish and intention that, subject to any appropriation of the sum 
which we might, with the approval of the Society, make during 
his lifetime, it should immediatdy on his death be incorporated 
with the Donation Fund, the annual income in the meantime going 
to the general revenue of the Society. Upon this subject I have 
now to state that since the receipt of that letter Mr. Jodrell has 
approved of r,oool. of the sum being contributed to a fund 
presently to be mentioned. 

I have also to inform yon of a check for r,oool. having been 
placed in my hands by our Fellow, Mr. James Young, of Kelly, 
to he expended in the interests of the Society in such manner as 
I should approve. 

Mr. De La Rue, to whose beautiful experiments I shall have 
occasion to refer, has presented to the Society both the letter· 
press and the exquisitely engraved facsimiles of the electric 
discharges described in his and Dr. Hugo Muller's paper, and 
which have appeared with that paper in the Transactions. 

Our Fellow, Dr. Bi<>"sby, has presented seven copies of his 
" Thesaurus for distribution, and they 
have been distributed accordingly. 

A very valuable addition to our gallery of deceased eminent 
Fellows has been the gift, by Mr. Leonard Lyell, of a copy in 
marble, by Theed, of the bust of his uncle, the late Sir Charles 
Lyell, F.R.S., together with a. pedestal. This is the best 
ness of the late eminent geologist that has been executed, and IS 
in every respect a satisfactory one. 

I have the gratification of announcing to you, that through 
the munificence of a limited number of Fellows, means have 
been advanced for reducing the fees to which all ordinary 
Fellows in future elected will be liable. That these though 
not higher than the most economical expenditure on the p"art of 
the Society for its special purposes demanded, were higher than 
it was expedient to maintain if any possible means for reducing 
tbem could be obtained, was not only my own opinion but that 
of many Fellows. They exceed considerably those of any other 
scientific society in England or abroad; their amount has occa· 
sionally prevented men of great merit from having their names 
brought forward as candidates, and they press heavily, especially 
upon those who, with limited incomes, have other scientific 
societies to subscribe to. Nor does it appear to me as otherwise 
than regrettable that so high an honour as Fellowship of the 
Royal Society, the only one of the kind 'in England that is 
limited as to the number annually elected, and ·selective in 
principle, should be attainable only at a pecuniary expen· 
diture. It is true that our Fellows rece1ve m return annually 
volumes of publications of great value to science generally; but 
these treat of so many branches of knowledge that it is but a 
fraction of each that can materially benefit the recipient, while 
their bulk entails an additional expenditure ; and now that the 
individual papers published in the T>·ansadioJtS are separately 
obtainable, the advantages of Fellowship are less than they were 
when to obtain a treatise on his own subject a special i>t had 
either to join the Society, or to purchase a whole volume or a 
large part of it annually. 

It was not, however, till I had satisfied myself that the annual 
income of the Society, though not ample, was sufficient for its 
ordinary purposes, that its· prospects in other points of view were 
good, and that the expenditure upon publication was the main, if 
not the sole, obstacle to a reduction of fees, that I consulted your 
treasurer on the subject of taking steps to attain this object. 

My first idea was to create, by contributions of >mall amount, 
a fund, the interest of which should be allowed to accumulate ; 
and when the income of the accumulated capital reached a 

amount to enable the Society to take the step without 
loss of income, to reduce either the entrance fee or annual con· 
tribution; and to which fund Mr. Young's gift should be 
re"'arded as the first donation. 

was so far by your Council that 
they establish Publication Fund, and . to Mr. 
Young's gift to the cred1t thereof; and further, a 
committee to consider and report upon the Statutes of the Soc1ety 
concerning the fees. . 

The movement, once set on foot, met w1th an unexpectedly 

enthusiastic reception; several Fellows, with the best means of 
forming a judgment, not only approved of it, but offered liberal 
aid, urging that the reduction of fees should be the first and im
mediate object, and that, if such a course were thought de
sirable, the means of carrying it out would surely be forth
coming. On this your Treamrer prepared for my consideration 
a plan for raising ro,oool., the sum required for effecting any 
material reduction; and we resolved to ascertain by private in
quiry whether so large an amount could be obtained. 

Here again our inquiries were responded to in a spirit of, I 
may say, unexampled liberality: in a few weeks upwards of 
8,oool. was given or promised by twenty Fellows of the Society, 
and I need hardly add that the remaining z,oool. was contributed 
very shortly afterwards. 

At a subsequent meeting of the Council it was resolved:-

I.-That the sums referred to as the Publication Fund, 
as well as those received or that may be hereafter received, 
for the purpose of relieving future ordinary Fellows from 
the Entrance Fee, and for reducing their Annual Contribu
tion, be formed into one fund. 

z.-That thl! Entrance Fee for ordinary Fellows be hence
forth abolished ; and that the Annual Contribution for 
ordinary Fellows hereafter elected be three pounds (Jl. ). 
Also, that the income of the Fund above-mentioned be 
applied, so far as is requisite, to make up the loss t( the 
Society arising from the£e remissions and reductions. 

3.-That the account of this Fund be kept separate; and 
that the annual surplus of income, after providing for the 
remission and reduction above recommended, be re-invested, 
until the income from the Fund reaches 6oo/. So soon as 
the annual income reaches this amount, any surplus of 
income in any year, after providing for the remission ancl 
reduction above-mentioned, shall be available, in the first 
instance, in aid of publication and for the promotion of 
research. 

A list of subscribers to this Fund will be placed in the hands 
' or every Fellow, with the information that it will be l< ept open 

for future contributions, in the interests of research and of the 
Society's publications. I hope that it will be largely and speedily 
augmented, and that it may eventually reach an amount which 
will provide us with the means of accomplishing as much as is. 
effected by the Government Fund, upon cur own sole and undi
vided responsibility. I must. not conclude my notice of this 
movement without a mention of those whose encouragement and 
liberality have most largely promoted it; and first of all, Mr. 
Spottiswoode, to whose counsel and active co-operation through
out, its success is mainly due; Messrs. Young's and Jodrell's 
contributions have already been alluded to, they have been sup
ported by others :-z,oo;:,/. from Sir Joseph Whitworth, I , cool. 
from Sir W. Armstrong, and soot. each from His Grace the 
Duke o! Devonshire, Mr. De La Rue, Messrs. Spottiswoode ancl 
Eyre, Dr. Siemens, and the Earl of Derby, and 25ol. from Dr. 
Gladstone. The balance is the joint contributions of thirty-two 
Fellows. 

I have to mention your obligations to Dr. W. Farr for the 
labour he has bestowed on ascertaining these vital and other 
statistics of the Society, upon an accurate knowledge of which 
the calculations for the reduction of fees bad to be based; and 
to Mr. Bramwell for constructing a table showing to what extent 
the above changes will affect the Society's present and future 
income. It may interest you to know that the contributions of 
ordinary Fellows in future to be elected, is but little over that 
which was required of all Fellows from the very commencement 
of the Society's existence, namely, u. per week, and that lhe 
last Fellow who paid that sum died in t86g. So recent (1823) 
has been the augmented scale of payment in force up to the 
present date. 

Looking back over the five years during which I have occu
pied this chair I recognise advances in scientific discovery and 
research at home and abroad far greater than any previous semi· 
decade can show. I do not here allude to such inventions as the 
telephone, phonograph, and microphone, wonderful as they are. 
and promising immediate results of great importance to the com
munity, nor even to those outcomes of great research and high 
attainments, the harmonic analyser of Sir W. Thomson, the 
radiometer and otheoscope of Crookes, the bathometer and 
gravitation meter of Siemens, but to those discoveries and 
advances which appeal to the seeker of knowledge for its own 
sake, whether as developing principles, suggesting new fields of 
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research, or awakenincr attention to hitherto unseen or unre
cognised, or unex:plaine"d phenomena of nature. 

I_n the foremost rank as regards the magnitude of the under
takmgs and the combination of means to carry them out, nothi tlo
in the history of physical science can compare with the Transit 
of Venus Expeditions. To observe the transit of Venus various 
nations of Europe and the United competed as to the 
completeness of the expeditions they severally equipped. The 
value 1 of the solar parallax cannot be ascertained until the re
sults of all the exped)tions are taken into account, when it will 
have claim to acceptance. But advances in this 
Ghrechon Wl!l not have here, the diffi;ulties attending 
the observatwn of the trans1t of Venus, havmg attention 
to the method originally suggested by the Astronomer-Royal in 
1857, of obtaining the solar parallax from the diurnal parallax 
of Mars at its opposition. 

Mr. Gill, by the skilful employment at Ascension Island of 
the heliometer lent by Lord Lindsay, has greatly increased the 
accuracy of the method by which_ the necessary star comparisons 
with Mars are made, and there 1s every reason to believe that 
the results of his observations, wh1ch are now in course of re
duction, will be very satisfactory. 

Within the last two year; a remarkable addition has been 
macle to the number of members of the solar system by Prof. 
Asaph Hall's discovery of the satellites of Mars; and more re
cently, during the solar eclipse which was visible in America by 
rrof. \Vatson's detection of planetary bodies within the orbit of 
mercury. 

In 1376 Schmidt recorded an outburst of !io-ht in a star in 
Cygnus, which showed a continuous spectrum brirrht 
lines similar to those of the remarkable star of 1866. "'As the 
star waned the continuous spectrum.and brio-ht lines faded all 
but one bright line in the green, gi,·ing the obJect the spectr;sco
plc appearance of a small gaseous nebula. 

Great_ has been made during the last five years at 
GreenWICh m the method of determinino- the motions of the 
he a ven!y bodies by the displ_acement of th; lines in their spectra, 
as first successfully accomplished by Mr. Huggins in 1868. Not 
only do the results obtained by the stars ob ;erved at Greenwich 
agree with those of Mr. Huggins, as satisfactorily as can be 
expected in so delicate an investigation, but the m:>tions of 
seventeen more have been determined; whilst the trustworthi
ness of the method has been sho.wn by the agreement of the 
values for the rotation of the sun and the motions of V enu< 
with the _known movements of these bodies. Mr. Huggins 
also obtamed photographs of the spectra of some of the bri<>hter 
stars, which give well-defined lines in the violet and ultra-;iolet 
parts ?f These spectra have already shown 
alteratiOns m the hues common to them and the sun which are 
of much interest. · ' 

In solar physics, which afford remarkable evidence of Mr. 
Lockyer's energetic labours in this country and Mr. Janssen's in 
France, I must mention our Foreign Member's wonderful photo

of the whert;in the of the constant changes 
Ill the grannlatwns exh1b1ted on 1ts surface (and which vary in 
SIZe from r'o of a second to 3 or 4 seconds) can be studied in the 
future from hour to hour and day to day; as can also their 
different behaviour at different periods of frequency of sun
spots. 

Before dismissing this fruitful field of research, I must allude 
to Mr. Lockyer's discovery of carbon in sun; and to his 
announced but not yet published observatwns on the chano-es 
and modifications of spectra under different conditions, 
of which be even regards as indicating the breakino- up of the 
atoms of bodies hitherto regarded as elementary. "' 

Some important investigations on the electric discharge have 
been communicated to the Society by Messrs. De La Rue and 
Muller, and by Mr. Spottiswoode. These, prosecuted by 
(:lifferent means; tend to limit the possible causes of the stratifi
cat_ion observed in discharges through vacnum tubes. They also 
pomt to the conclusion that this phenomenon is in a great 
measure due to motions amono- the molecules of the residual 
ga•, which themselves become"' vehicles for the transmission 
of electricity through the tube. It is well known that gases 

1 me that Capt. Tupman, who has taken 
pnnctpal share m the of the _fixes pro

v tstonally mea_n parallax of 8 "8455, cottespondmg to a dtstance of 
9 2,400,000 Br.t:sh mtles, but that the: observations W'Ould be fairly satisfied 
'by any parallax between 8"'"82 and 8"·88, which in distance pr.Jduces a 
Tange o_f. from 92,044,()(X} and 92,,770,000 miles, differing by 726,ooo miles, 
a. quant:ty a1most equal to the suns d.ameter. 

at pressure ot1er _great to the pa>sage of 
and th1s resistance d1mrmshes (to a certain 

!tm1t, for _Uifferent gases) w1th the pressure. And the 
researches m _questiOn ap_pear to show that the discharge, mani
festly d1srupt1ve at the h1gher pressures, 1s really also dismptive 
even at pressure_s when _stratification takes place. The period 
of these has not yet been the subject of 
measurement, but 1t must, m any case, be of a very high order. 

Under the auspi;es of th_e Elder Brethren of the Trinity House, 
and as thetr scienhfic adv1ser, Pmf. Tyndall has conducted an 

on the acoustic properties of the atmosphere. The 
mstruments employed included steam whistles, trumpets, steam 
syrens, and guns. The propagation of sound through fog 
was proved to depend not upon the suspended aqueous particles 
but upon the condition of the sustaining air. And as air of 

is the usual associate of fog, such a medinm 
IS often_ astoms!tmgly transparent to sound. Hail, rain, snow, 
and ordmary m1sty weather, were also proved to offer no sensible 
obstruction to the passage of sound. Every [phenomenon ob
served upon the large scale was afterwards reproduced ex peri
mentally. Clouds, fumes, and artificial showers of rain hail 
and snow we:e proved quite ineflectual to stop the 
long as the a1r was homogeneous, while the introduction of a 
couple of burners into a filled with acoustically transparent 
air soon rendered it impervious to the waves of sound. As lono
as the continuity of the air in their interstices was preserved, 
sound-waves passed freely through silk, flannel, green baize, 
even through masses of hard felt half an inch in thickness the 
same being. intercepted by gold heater's skin.' A 
cambr_1c handkerchref wh1ch, dry, offered no impediment 
to passage, when d1pped mto water became an i;upassable 
barner to the sound-waves. 

Echoes of extraordinary intensity were sent back from non
homogeneous transparent air ; while similar echoes were after
\Yards obtail1ed from the air of the laboratory rendered non
homogeneous by artificial means. Detached 'masses of non
homogeneous air often drift through the atmosphere as clouds 
pass over the face of the sky. has been by the 

observed With bells havmg the1r clappers adjusted 
mechanically, so as to gtve a nmform stroke. The fluctuations 
occur only on certain days ; they .occux when care has been 
taken to perfectly damp the bell between every two succeedino
strokes ; and they also occur when the direction of the sound 
at right angles to that of the wind. Numerous observations 
were made on the influence of the wind, the results obtained 
by prev1ous observers being thereby confirmed. From his own 
obsen-ations, as well as from the antecedent ones of Mr. 
Alexander Beazeley and ProL Reynolds, Prof. Tyndall 
concludes that the explanatiOn of th:s phenomenon given by 
Prof. Stokes is the true one. 

Turning now to biological branches of science I find that the 
discoveries and researches of the past five yea_rs in 'this department 
also ;ue far Ill advance of those of: any prev1oll:S period of equal 
leng,h. The Challenger_ Ex:ped1t10n was, m point of the 
magmtude of the undertakmg and completeness of its equipment 
the rival of that for observing the Transit of Venus. Its generai 

as far as h_itherto made known, have been dwelt upon at 
length m my previous addresses, and the publication of them in 
detail is being rapidly pushed forward. Some very important 
papers by Mr. Moseley on t_he corals collected on the voyage 
have mdeed been pubhshed lh our Tm1lsactums with admirable 
illustrations by himself. 

To the botanist and _g_eologist no subject has a greater interest 
tha? of_ the cond1t10ns under the successive floras, 
'':h1ch mhab1ted the po_lar area, and were succe:ssively 

over lower latitudes prevwus to their extinction, some 
!n toto and over the whole globe, _whilst o_thers, though extinct 
m regwns ":here. they once flounshed, ex1st now on! y in lower 

under tdenttcal or nnder representative forms. It is only 
dunng _the last fe'': years that, thanks to the labours of those en. 

_m system:'-tt_c botany in tracing accurately the directions of 
of ex1str?g genera and species, and in determining the 

affimhes of the _extmct o':les, and o_f in referring 
the latter to the1r respect1ve geolog"lcal honwns, that any material 

_has been '?ade towards a knowledge of the origin and 
d1stnbntton of earher and later Floras. I cannot better illustrate 
the condition of this inquiry than by calling your attention to 
two most recent publications on the subject, whi<;h have both 
appeared within the last few months. 
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As a contribtttion to the principles of geographical botany, 
Comte Gaston de Saporta's essay, entitled" L'Ancienne Vegeta
tion Polaire" (wl1ich appeared in the Comptes Rmdus of the 
French International Geographical Congress) is a very suggest
ive one, and, having 1·egard especially to its author's eminence as 
a geologist and palreontologist, is sure to command attentive 
study. Although it may be argued that neither solar nor terres
trial physics, nor geology, nor palreontology are in a sufficiently 
advanced condition to warrant the acceptation as altogether es
tablished truths of all conclusions advanced in it, still the array 
of facts adduced in evidence of these conclusions is very imposing, 
while the ability and adroitness with which they are brought to 
bear on the subject are almost worthy of the great French genius 
whose speculations from the starting-point of the theory, which is 
that life appeared first in the northern circumpolar area of the 
globe,· and that this was the birthplace of the first and of all 
subsequent floras. 

I should premise that Count Saporta professedly bases his 
speculations upon the labours of his friend, Profe£sor Heer, 
whose reasonings and speculations he ever puts forward with 
generous appreciation,. while differing from him wholly on the 
subject of evolution, of which he is an uncomprising supporter, 
Professor Heer holding to the doctrine of the sporadic creation of 
species. 

In his "Epoques de !a Nature" Buffon argues that the cool
ing of the globe, having been a gradual process, the polar regions 
must have been the first in which the heat was sufficiently mode
rate for life to have appeared upon it; that other regions being 
as yet too hot to give origin to organised beings, a long period 
must have elapsed, dnring which the northern regions, being no 
lo1Fer incandescent, as they and all others originally were, must 
hav';, had the same temperature as the most tropical regions now 
possess. 

Starting from this thesis, Count Saporta proceeds to assume 
that the termination of• the azoic period coincided with a cooling. 
of the water to the point at which the coagulation of albumen 
does not take place ; and that then organic life appeared, not in 
contact with the atmosphere, hut in the water itself. Not only 
does he regard life as originating, if not at the North Pole, at 
least near to it, but he holds that for a long period life was active 
and reproductive only there. In evidence of this he cites various 
geological facts, as that the older, and at the same time the 
richest, fossiliferous beds are found in the cool latitudes of the 
North, namely inlats. sao to 6o0

, and beyond them. It is in the 
North, he says, that Silurian formations occur, and though they 
extend as far south as lat. 35° N. in Spain and Americn, the most 
characteristic beds are found in Bohemia, England, Scandinavia, 
ancl the United States. The Laurentian rocks again, he says, 

their highest development in Canada, and rocks 
cover a considerable polar area north of the American great lal;es, 
r,nd appear in the coasts of Baffin's Bay, and in parts of Green
land e.nd Spitzbergen. It is the same with the Upper Devonian 
r,nd marine carboniferous beds preceding the coal formations ; 
these extend to 76° N. in the polar islands and in Greenland, and 
to;79o N. in Spitzbergen, and he adds that M. cl'Archiac has long 
ago remarked that, though so continuous to the northward, the 
coal-beds become exceptional to the southward of 35° N. 
Hence Count Saporta conclndes that the climatic conditions 
favourable to the formation of coal were not everywhere pre
valent on the globe, for that while the southern limit of this 
formation may be approximately drawn, its northern must 
extended to the Pole itself. 

I pass over Saporta's speculations regarding the initial condi
tions of terrestrial life, which followed upon the emergence of the 
earlier stratiEed rocks from the Polar Ocean, and proceed to his dis
cussion of the climate of the carboniferous epoch as indicated by the 
characters ·of its vegetation, and of the conditions under which 
alone he conceives this can have flourished in latitudes now con
tinuously deprived of solar light throughout many months of the 
year. In the first place, he accepts Heer's conclusions (founded 
on the presence of a tree-fern in the coal measures specifically 
similar to an existiiYg tropical that the climate was warm, 
moist, and equable; and continuously so over the whole globe, 
without distinction of latitude. This leads him to ask whether, 
when the polar r·egions were inhabited by the same species as 
Europe itself, they cou.ld ha;-e been exposed to co;1dition_s which 
turned their summers mto a day of many months duratlon, and 
their winters into a night of proportional length? 

A temperature so equable throughout the year as to favour a 
rich growth of cryptogamic plants, appears, he says, to be at 

first sight incompatible with such alternating conditions (as a 
winter of one long night and a summer of one long day); but 
equability, even in high latitudes, may be produced by the effect 
of fogs clue to southerly warm oceanic currents, such as bathe 
the Orkneys and even Bear Island (in lat. 75o N.), and render 
their summers cool and winte1s mild. To the direct effects 
of these he would add the action of such fogs in preventing 
terrestrial radiation, and hence the cold this produces ; and he 
would further efface the existing conditions of a long winte1· 
darkness by the hypothesis that the solar light was not, during 
the formation of the coal, distributed over the globe as it now 
is, but was far more diffusive, the solar body not- having ye.t 
arrived at its present state of condensation. 

That the polar area was the centre of origination for the 
successive phases of vegetation that have appeared in the globe 
is evidenced, under Count Saporta's view, by the fact all 
formations, carboniferous, jurassic, cretaceous, and tertiary, 
are alike abundantly represented in the rocks of that area, ancl 
that, in each case, their constituents closely resemble that of 
much lower latitudes. The first indications of the climate cooling 
in these regions is afforded by Coniferm,'which appear in the polar 
lower cretaceous formations. These are followed by the first 
appearance of dicotyledons with deciduous leaves, which again 
marks the period when the summer and winter season first 
became strongly contrasted. The introduction of these 
(deciduous-leaved trees) he regards as the greatest revolution in 
vegetation that the world has seen ; and he conceives that 
evolved they increased, both in multiplicity and diversity of 
form, with great rapidity, and not in one spot only, and 
continued to do ;;o down to the present time. 

Lu"tly, the advent of the miocene period, in the polar area, 
was accompanied with the production of a profu.sion of genera, 
the majority of which have existing representatives which must 
now be sought in a latitude 40° further south, and to which 
they were driven by the advent and advance of the glacial cold ; 
and here Count Saporta's conclusions accord with those of 
Prof, A. Gray,: who first showed, now twenty years ago, 
that the representatives of the elements of the United States 
flora previously inhabited high northern latitudes, from which 
they were driven south during the glacial period. 

Perhaps the most novel idea in Count Saporta's 'essay is that 
of the diffused sunlight whicli-(with a densely clouded atmo
sphere), the author assumes to have been operative in reducing 
the contrast between the polar summers and winters. If it be 
accepted it at once disposes of the difficulty of admitting tb.t 
evergreen trees survived a long· polar winter of total darkn:es.s, 
and summer of constant stimulation by bright sunlight ; and if, 
fm-ther, it is admitted that it is to internal heat we m:1y ascribe 
the ti"opical aspect of the former vegetation of the polar region, 
then there is no necessity for assmning that the solar nt 
those periods was in a \Yarmer area of stellar space, or that the 
position of the poles was altered, to account for the high tempera
ture of pre-glacial times in high northern latitudes; or, lastly, 
that the main features of the great continents and oceans were! 
very different in early geological times from what they now arc. 
Count Saporta's views in certain points coincide with those of 
Prof. Le Conte of California, who holds that Lthe uniformity 
of climates during earlier conditions of the globe is not explicabie 
by changes in the position of the poles, but is attributable to a 
higher temperature of the whole globe, whether due to external 
or internal:causes, to the gr.::at amount of carbonic acid and wate•· 
in the atmosphe1·e, which would shut :in and accumulate the 
sun's heat, according to the principles discovered by Tyndall ancl 
applied by Sterry Hunt in explanations of geological times, 
and possibly to a warmer position in stellar space, a mo.re 
uniform distribution of surface temperature, and a different cl!s
tribution of land and water.' 

Before • Count Saporta's essay bad reached this :country z 
another continuation of the subject of the origin of existing 
floras had been communicated to our own Geographical Society, 
by Mr. Thiselton Dyer in a lecture on "Plant Distribution as a 
Field for Geographical Research." Mr. fhiselton Dyer's order 
of procedure is the reverse of Count Saporta's, and his method 
entirely different. He first gi.ves a very clear outline of the 
distribution of the principal existing floras of the continents :mel 

1 Professor Jos. LeConte, in NATURE,_vol. xviii. p. 66B . . 
2 Count Saporta's essay was presented to International Congress of 

Geographical Science which· met in Paris in 1875 1 and w:as not recei.ved in 
England till the autumn of r878, though it bears date of r877 on the title 
page. 
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islands of the globe, their composition, and their relations to 
one another, and to those of previous geological epochs. He 
then discusses the views of botanists respecting their origin and 
distinctive characters, and availing himself of such of their 
l1ypotheses as . he thinks tenable, correlates these with those of 
pala:ontologists, and arrives at the conclmion '' That the northern 
hemisphere has always played the most important part in the 
evolutiotl and distribution of new vegetable types, or in other 
words, that a greater number of plants has migrated from north 
to south than in the reversed direction, and that all the great 
assemblages of plants which we call floras, seem to admit of 
being traced back at some time in their history to the northern 
hemisphere." This amount of accordance bel ween the re;ults 
of naturalist,; working wholly independently, from entirely 
difrerent standpoints, and employing almost opposite methods, 
cannot but be considered as vet·y satisfactory. I will conclude by 
observing that there is a certain analogy between two very salient 
points which are well brought out by these authors respectively. 
Count Saporta, looking to the past, makes it appear that the 
fact of the several floras which have flourished on the globe 
being successively both more localised and more specialised, is in 
harmony with the conditions to which it is assumed our globe has 
been successively subjected. Mr. Dyer, looking to the present, 
makes it appear that the several floras now;existing on the globe, 
are in point of affinity and specialisation, in harmony with the 
conditions to which they must have been subjected during recent 
geological time on continents and jslands \Yith the configuration 
of those of our globe. 

(To be continued.) 

HAECKEL ON THE LIBERTY OF SCIENCE 
AND OF TEACHING 1 

ne,:er so great in Germany as at the present moment, where tht. 
political and religious life of the German nation seems to ap·· 
preach a profound reaction. The two mad attempts upon the 
life of the honoured and aged Emperor have called forth a 
storm of just indignation of such violence that even many 
Liberal politicians not only press for severe measures against the 
utopian teachings of social democracy, but, far overshootin<>" 
the mark, demand that free thought and free teaching should 
be confined within the narrowest bounds. What more welcome 
support can the reactionary party wish for than that a Virchow 
should publicly demand the suppression of the liberty of 
science? The danger appears still greater to Prof. Haeckel 
if Virchow's great influence as a "liberal Progressist" is taken 
into comideration, now that the Prussian Diet will shortly open 
its debates on the educational law. "What," Prof. Haeckel 
asks, "may we expect of this edncationallaw, if in the discus· 
sions Virchow, as one of the few authorities who will be con
sulted, raises his voice in favour of the principles which in his 
Mun:chspeechhe proclaimed as the safest guarantees for the liberty 
of science in the modern state. Article 20 of the Prnssian 
Constitution, and § 152 of that of the German Empire say: 
Science and its teachings are free. Virchow's first action, accord
ing to his present principles, must be a proposal to cancel this 
paragraph. In view of the menacing danger, I cannot hesitate 
any longer with my reply. Amicus Socrates, amicus Plato, 
magis amica veritas! " The rest of the preface is concerned 
with a refutation of the "denunciation" by which Virchow 
wants to make the theory of descent responsible for the horrors 
of the Paris Commune. Haeckel thinks that by an intentional 
coupling of Darwinism with Social democracy, Virchow in
tended to do considerable damage to the former, indeed he sees 
in it an .attempt to remove all "Darwinists" from their AcP.· 
demical chairs. At the same time he points out that nine out of 

pROF. HAECKEL has recently published hi:; reply to the every ten zoologists and botanists now teaching at European univer-
address on "The Liberty of Science in the l\{odern State," sities are Darwinists. Virchow's attempt is therefore perfectly 

delivered at last year's meeting of the German AssoCiation, by futile, and "·ill certainly never have any eftect at Jena. "'-'Vhat 
Prof. \'irchow. If we enter into this subject at greater length the \Vartburg \Yas for Martin Luther, what \Veimar was for the 
i.han is our custom with pamphlets \Ve do so mainly from a greatest heroes of German literature, what Jena has been during 
sense of common fairness to both parties, since we reproduced three centuries for a large number of scientific men, that will 
Prof. \'irchow's address in e:ctmso (NATURE, vol. xvii. pp. 72, Jena continue to be for the evolution-theory of the· present day, 
92 and '· III). We shall, however, confine ourselves merely to as well as for all other scientific theories .whic:h develop freely, 
"';ti11g Prof. Haeckel's views on the subject, and lee.ve it to our viz., a firm stronghold for free thought free research, and free 
r·eaders to judge of the value of his remarks fur· themselves. teaching.'' . 

In the preface to the little book before us Prof. Haeckel states We now come to the first chapter, which is headed "Eva· 
that the creneral views developed by Vircho"· are in such com- lution and Creation." The author remarks at the beginning that 
ri ete cmrtrast to his own that no reconciliation of the two is nothing has so greatly facilitated the progress of the evolution 
n· ,ssible. Yet he refrained for a considerable time from pub- theory, as the fact that its principal problem, the question of the 
lishing his reply; and this for two reasom. On the one origin of specie>, was pla<:ed before the alternative: Either 
he thought he might safely leave the judgment the stnfe organisms have been naturally; in which case they 
between them to the future l first, becau' e the evolutwn theory, must descend from the simplest and common ancestral forms
"hich Yirchow attacks, has, de facto, become the basis of bio· or this is not the case, and the different species of organisms have 
logical science of the present day; secondly, because Vir chow's originated independently of one another, in which case they can 
objections to the theory of. descent have been so frequently and I only have been created in a supernatural wa;r, i.e., by a ?litacle. 

refuted that 1t seemed _supe_rflnous to ;·efute th_em development or supe.rnatnral of spectes-.the 
agam. On the other hand, he felt telnctance m opposmg chmce must here be made, smce a thtrd way does not extst. 
a man whom a of a century ago he l;onoured as the I Since \'irchow and many other antagonists of the evolution 
reformer of medical sctence, and whose pnptl and zealous I theory constantly mix this up with the theory of descent, and 
admirer he was for many years. . , . . this again with the theory of natural selection or Darwinism, 

"The more I for years ;egretted Vtrchow s posittOll as the I Prof. Haeckel does not think it superfluous to give a concise 
enemy of our new theory, and the m?re I was definition of each of the three great theories at starting. He 
challenged to reply by hts repeated attacks It, the less then states his definitions as follows :- "The relation of 
inclination I felt, nevertheless, to pnbhcly as the anta· these theories according to the present state of science is there
gonist of the highly· honoured and mentonous man .. I.f now I fore simply the following :-I. llfonfsm, the theory of 
find myself forced to reply, I do so wtth the evolution, or the monistic pro-genesis theory, IS the only scien
longer silence would only augment the erroneous VIews which tific theory, which ratio11ally explains the universe and satisfies 
my resignation hitherto has already produced. · · · · I must the desire for causality in the human mind, since it brings aU 
point out distinctly that it. is not Virchow I who the natural phenomena into a tllechanical causal connection as parts 
person attacked, and th.at m my case th_ere 1s no questwn .of of a great and uniform (einheitlich) process. of development; 
attacking a formerly htg;hly-h?noured fnend, bt:t of deftndmg I II. Tramformism, or the theory of descent, ts an essential and 
myself by necessity against hts repeated and vtolen.t at.tacks. indispensable part of the monistic evolution theory, because it 
Another reason which compels me to speak at last hes m .the is the only scientific· theory which explains the origin of organic 
continued fertile use made of Vircho:-v's speech by all clencal J species inn rational manner, viz., by transformation, and reduces 
and reactionary organs for the last mne months. · · · this transformation to mechanical causes; III. The theory of 
Friedrich von has P?inted ant the great danger which 

1

1 selection, or Darwinism, is up to the presmt the important 
lies in the fact 1t was a Vuch.ow who, under the of one amongst the different theories, which try to the trans
political and w.rapped m mantle .of sctence, formation of species by mechanical causes ; It ts by n? 
combated the !tberty of . science and _of 1ts teachmg. I the 0 ,ry om. Even if we suppose that most spectes have ongmated 

The author then to pomt. out thnt the danger was i through natural yet we know, the other han:J, that 
• Freie Wissenschaft und. E;>tgegnung .auf Rudolf 

1
, many forms called spectes are merely hybnds from two 

Virchow•s Miinchener Rede uber dte Fre.he<tder \\ tssenschafttm modern en s ecies and are propagated as such i at the same tlme we 
Staal." Von Ernst Haeckel. P 
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